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New Stable release 
§ Seven testing releases 
§ Tested for python 2.6 
§ Lots of changes: plugin framework (inclusion of FTS module), 

PDP support, dq2-PFC-gen, etc.  
§ Release announcement: 

https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/dq2/wiki/0.1.36 
§ Presentation only covers major points, complete change log: 

https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/dq2/query?
group=status&milestone=DQ2Clients+0.1.36+
%28SonOfAcubra%29 
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Python 2.6 Testing 
§ Stable release supports Python 2.5 & 2.6 
§ Request to delay release 0.1.36 due to Python 2.6 concerns 
§ Python 2.6 client test build established  

§  Similar client configuration to integration test bed, but only Python 2.6 
§  Uses integration test bed server 

§ DQ2 Clients tested with Python 2.6 
§  DQ2 testing framework used (by Philippe Calfayan)  
§  Total number of tests: 256 
§  Total failed: 16 
§  Failure due to screen output slightly differing from expected output 

(due to python dictionary ordering) 
§  https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/dq2/ticket/9 
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Python 2.6 deployment details 
§  Test node configuration uses glite 3.2 middleware 
§  glite package name changes broke dependency checks in dq2 

packages (https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/dq2/ticket/61) 
§  As we have to support python 2.5, we cannot change the dq2 RPM deps. 

Dependency issue resolved by creating two meta packages for python 2.6: 
§  LFC Interfaces 

http://voatlas149.cern.ch/ddm/apt/RPMS.stable/LFC-
interfaces-2.6-0.x86_64.rpm 

§  LFC Clients
http://voatlas149.cern.ch/ddm/apt/RPMS.stable/LFC-
client-2.6-0.x86_64.rpm 

§  Installing python 2.6 
§  Tier 3 sites have problems installing python 2.6. 
§  More specifically, WLCG middleware libs 
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Dq2-put changes 
§ Dq2-put2 replaced old dq2-put 
§ Old dq2-put copied to create dq2-register (for use by Tier 0) 
§ Old dq2-put renamed to dq2-put1 (will be phased out) 
§ Dq2-put2 has been renamed to dq2-put 
§ Deployment detail: New dq2-put2 (now renamed to dq2-put) 

uses logging module to display output to console, thus this 
requires appropriate logging.cfg to work properly 
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Changes in dq2-get  
§  Interface redesign: 

§  Summary moved from debug mode and placed in normal mode 
§ Dq2-Get lcg output removed from normal mode and placed in 

debug mode 
§  Improvement of file downloading mechanism 

§ Generate File – to – Site list taking into consideration site 
proximity and file availability 

§  Looping through sites problematic, particularly with incomplete 
datasets 

§  This should reduce download problems, particularly when dealing 
with incomplete datasets 
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Changes to dq2-get (cont) 
§ Checksum changes: 

§ DQ2 transfers frequently failed validation test 
§ Cause was due to LFC and DQ2 checksum inconsistency 
§  Validation of downloaded files done against DQ2 and not LFC 

checksums 
§ Warning will be displayed if LFC checksum does not match DQ2 

checksum 
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General Changes to the clients 
§ Location of DQ2 python files changed: 

§  /opt/dq2/lib 
§  Python version independent 
§  Simlinks for backwards compatibility 
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Requirements for 0.1.37 
§  API providing functionality similar to dq2-register will be introduced for 

panda server 
§  Users complain that dq2-get is very slow: 

§  dq2-get relies on lcg-cp 
§  Disk checksum validation 
§  Its been requested dq2-get further slow down user transfers by performing 

client side throttling 
§  Performance analysis 

§  There is a need to distinguish more explicitly middleware problems from 
dq2 problems 

§  dq2-find for data discovery 
§  Local protocol support for dq2-get 

§  improve reliability  
§  speed of fetching files 
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